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Abstract
Internet Directory is a single loose-leaf book listing
all 115 million .com domains in alphabetical order.
They are presented phone-book style: each second
level domain (meaning domains in the xxxx.com format), matched with each of its IP addresses. The
book has 37,732 pages, each 36” x 48” in size and
holding about 3,000 domains. While the individual
pages explore the specificity of internet language
word by word, the project is usually presented as
a performance, where the artist read the domains
one by one, to draw attention to each individually.
In this format, the succession of names feels like a
running down of the (mostly commercial) uses of a
particular word. To read the whole book would take
two years, so it is usually presented in segments. In
a pinch, Internet Directory can be used as a paperbased DNS, a manual lookup — keep it in mind the
next time the DNS root servers get DDOSed!
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Fig. 1
Performed at Creative
Tech Week, 2016. Photo
by Jeff Donaldson.

1. OVERVIEW
Internet Directory is not just an inventory of domain names but also a catalog of
lexical permutations. In 2011, I published the first version: a much smaller book
including only domains preceded by the word “serious.” At that time, I collected
.com, .org, and .net. After considering domains such as “seriouslyresponsiblecatering.com,” “seriouslysassyhats.com,” “seriouslyseniorhomes.com,” or “seriouslyricherthanyou.com,” a semantic saturation of the term sets in. Even if any
one of these self-proclaimed serious sites were actually serious (they’re not), this
running down of potential word combinations would undercut any potential to
take any one of them seriously. They are all but rendered meaningless.
In 2014, I collected all of the .com domains and expanded from an 8” x 10”
book of 450 pages to a loose-leaf A0 (poster-size) book of 37,732 pages, listing
all 115 million .com domains as of February of that year (.com now has about
another 10 million domains, but the book has remained static). Many other words
function in a similar was to serious; on the online version of the directory (commissioned by the Webby Awards in 2014), we can find every domain starting
with “flower” (19,629 domains), “colonial” (4,179 domains), and “pomp” (5,200
domains), each seeming to run down every possible use of the word.
As exhaustive as it may seem, the names here reflect two opposing impulses
of the Web. Democratized participation means that no domain is too ridiculous
to make up and claim ownership of. For online projects — many yet to be realized — I keep around thirty domains, which seems about an average count for
net artists. The other impulse is the raw commercialism of the Web. I recently
attended NamesCon, a conference based in Las Vegas for domain resellers.
There I met hopeful domain resellers who kept portfolios of thousands of domains. Some are essentially squatters, embodying the appeal-to-the-masses
approach of traditional media, capturing combinations of words pandering to
obvious commercial prospects. Some others are essentially digital hoarders, perhaps responsible for the odder combinations of words, and the lengthy domains
that sound like they have little use to anyone; “magicalmonkeys.com,” “dontletyourbabiesgrowuptobejpegs.com”, etc. Reading through the domains in Internet
Directory, references to old fads and memes appear, memorialized by squatters
who bought up every variation of “don’t tase me bro” and failed to sell them.
Buying a domain can be an impulsive activity, especially in the dot com space
where its cost is low. Domains unlikely to be typed into the browser, such as 000
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000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000.com or gay-guys-in-austin-looking-for-love.com, may be more expressionistic than attempts at actual websites (both were purchased and are now long
gone). The “0s” domain may look like a structural experiment within the domain
name structure (DNS), but the domain owner may have been attempting to bump
it up to the front of alphabetized listings. We can only guess at the intent of the
second; perhaps it was meant as a messaging board or community resource,
abandoned in favour of creating a tumblr or medium page. These domains now
exist as abandoned spaces — not quite content, but part of the composition of
the Internet. Sometimes the domain name alone tells us everything we need to
know about its objective. Taken collectively, these domains are a form of internet
poetry, built into the structure of the space itself.

2. HOW IT IS EXHIBITED / PERFORMED
Internet Directory is usually shown with a selection of pages hung together. It
works best in conjunction with a performance. The performance is either a timeboxed reading in front of a captive audience, in which case it runs for 20–30
minutes ideally. This is a more practiced reading, quicker in tempo, and is the
ideal if it will fit into an event with other performances. The other option is an
exhaustive reading, where I would stand in front of the hung pages and read for
hours at a time, in a space where people can come and go as they please. I can
do this with or without amplification, depending on the space.
I have performed the short readings at Internodal, Radical Networks, and A.C.
Institute. The longer-form readings have been performed at The New York Art
Book Fair, NamesCon, and Creative Tech Week. The Radical Networks reading
can be seen here, starting at 33 minutes in:
https://livestream.com/internetsociety/radnetworks/videos/141103339
Fig. 2
Excerpt from Internet
Directory, page 19854.

